ABSTRACT. We here formulate and prove several new results concerning the Eichler cohomology of automorphic forms on finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the first kind and, in particular, on //-groups. The Eichler cohomology we introduce is connected with automorphic forms of arbitrary real degree (as opposed to integral degree), with a suitably chosen underlying space of functions analytic in the upper half-plane. We obtain structure theorems for the Eichler cohomology groups which are analogous to earlier results of Eichler and Gunning.
1. Introduction. 1. The purpose of this article is the proof of some new results concerning the Eichler cohomology connected with automorphic forms on finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the first kind (in particular, on //-groups). More specifically we introduce Eichler cohomology groups associated with automorphic forms of arbitrary real (that is, not necessarily integral) degree and, with a suitable underlying space of functions, we determine the structure of these groups. (See Theorems 1 and 2.)
For our present purposes it is sufficient to consider Fuchsian groups Y acting on Jf, the upper half-plane. That is, Y is a discrete group of linear fractional transformations acting on Jf. For convenience we normalize Y so that an element V of Y has the form z->(az+b)l(cz+d) 9 with a, b, c, d real and ad-bc=l. We also identify V with the matrices ± (c £). In particular we call Y an H-group provided (i) r is finitely generated, (ii) T is discrete, but discontinuous at no point of the real line, (iii) r contains translations. In essence, then, an //-group is a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind which has at least one parabolic class.
2. Automorphic forms. The automorphic forms to be considered here are of arbitrary real degree with multiplier system, meromorphic in Jf, and meromorphic (in the appropriate uniformalizing variables) at all of the parabolic cusps (necessarily finite in number) of a fundamental region 0t of V. The characteristic functional equation satisfied by an automorphic form F of degree r and multiplier system v 9 with respect to T, is (1.1) v(V)(cz + dYF(Vz) = F(z) 9 for all F=(c 9 for all V l9 V 2 e Y 9 that is, v is a complex character on the matrix group T. Any function from the matrix group V into the unit circle of the complex plane which satisfies (1.2) is called a multiplier system for Y of degree r.
When r is an integer (2) reduces to v(V 1 V< i )=v(V 1 )v(V 2 )
We introduce the useful stroke operator F\IV = v(V)(cz + dJF(Vz) 9 for any function F and V= (ƒ *) e T. (When there is no risk of confusion we write F\V for F\lV.) The functional equation (1.1) may then be written F\lV=F 9 for VeT 9 and the consistency condition (1.2) for v is equivalent to (1. 3) (F|TO|;F 2 = FllVM, for V l9 V 2 e T.
(Both sides of (1.3) equal F if (1.1) holds.) Suppose T is an #-group and let S=(l l) 9 A>0, generate the subgroup r^ of translations in Y. If F satisfies (1.1), then in particular
F(z + X) = v(S)F(z) = e
2lTiK F(z) 9 with 0^/c<l. Thus, if F is meromorphic in J4? and its poles do not accumulate at oo, F has the We are now in a position to give the following DEFINITION, (a) Suppose F is meromorphic in Jf and satisfies the functional equation (1.1) for all VeY, where T is a finitely generated Fuchsian group. If Y has parabolic cusps assume, in addition, that F has Fourier expansions (1.4), (1.5) which are finite to the left; that is they contain only finitely many terms with m<0. Then F is called an automorphic form of degree r and multiplier system v with respect to Y. The set of all such automorphic forms will be denoted by {Y, r, v}.
(b) Let Fe{Y, r, v}. Suppose in addition F is holomorphic in 3f and has only terms with m+K^.0 in (1.4) and m+K^O, l^j<:t, in (1.5). Then Fis called an entire automorphic form. The set of entire automorphic forms in {T, r, v} is denoted C+(r, r, v).
(c) If Fe C+(I\ r, v) and has only terms with ra+/c>0, m+/c 3 >0 in the expansions (1.4), (1.5), respectively, then F is called a cusp form. The collection of cusp forms in {T, r, v} is denoted C°(Y, r, t>).
It is a well-known fact that if V is a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind and r^O, then C+(T 9 r, v)=C°(Y, r, !>)={<>} [8] , [9] . For Fuchsian groups of the second kind, however, the situation is quite different.
3. Automorphic integrals of integral degree. For the time being suppose that r is an integer ^0. A result of G. Bol [1] [10, Chapter 5] , where the structure of these groups is determined in the more general situation when T is a finitely generated Kleinian group.) The results are as follows. REMARKS, (a) With r an integer and v a multiplier system of degree -r-2, v is likewise a multiplier system of degree -r-2.
(b) Theorem A shows that Hl tV (T, P r ) is a finite dimensional complex vector space, since C + and C° are of finite dimension. (c) Theorem A was first proved by Gunning [5] with Y a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind, not necessarily an //-group, but with the mild restriction that v is always a root of unity. Gunning states the result in terms of the existence of exact sequences of the form
0 -C°(l\ -r -2, v) -> # r %(r, P r ) -• C°(r, -r -2, tO -> 0. These results originate with Eichler [2] , who, however, dealt only with R], V9 under the additional (but inessential) restriction that r be even and v be =1. The proofs of Theorem A given in [6] and [13] are valid for arbitrary integral r and arbitrary multiplier system v.
(d) The proof of Theorem A given in [6\ proceeds by explicitly constructing a linear mapping
where ƒ e C°(v), geC+ (v) , and /? is defined by (1.10) . The definition of a is more complicated and based upon the notion of the "supplementary series" introduced in [7] . The construction of a also can be carried out using the more recent results of Douglas Niebur [18] , as we shall observe later. The proof that /u is 1-1 follows from results of [7] ; the proof in [6] By considering automorphic integrals of arbitrary real degree, we here determine the structure of both H}, V (T 9 0>) and Sl tV (T 9 0>) for real r^O and real r^-2 with an arbitrary multiplier system of degree r and r an /f-group. Specifically, we prove the following. THEOREM 9 (T&* Èm C>(r 9 -r-2 9 
if).
REMARKS, (a) For r^-2, -r-2^0, so that C°(I\ -r-2, Ê)={0}; hence Hl, v (T 9 0>)=H}. v (T 9 ^)={0} in this case.
(b) For r^O the mapping a is the one mentioned above in connection with Theorem A. We give the definition of a in §111.2 (r>0) and §111.3 (r=0).
(c) We first prove Theorem 1 and later prove a general result (Proposition 9) about the space &, from which it is possible to show that for any real degree r and corresponding multiplier system v every cocycle in SP is parabolic. Thus
holds for arbitrary real r; Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and (1.13). I am grateful to B. A. Taylor, who supplied the proof of Proposition 9.
For arbitrary real r with corresponding multiplier system v 9 v is a multiplier system of degree -r-2. Thus we are permitted to speak of C°(r, -r-2, v). DEFINITION. Suppose {cp v } is a parabolic cocycle of degree V which satisfies the additional condition that ^=0. Suppose k is a "large" positive even integer and w is a multiplier system for V and the degree -k.
II. The Generalized Poincaré
0(z) = ,,(z) + (z -a } J f a,(W-^( w+^) t (2.3) l^;^*, (D(z) = n (z) + J a m (0)exp -±- '-], j = 0.
Then the Generalized Poincaré Series
where J( is a complete set of coset representatives for Y\Y^ and F=(* ƒ).
(Recall that T^ is the stabilizer of oo in T; it is the cyclic group generated by 5.) REMARKS. 1. We shall show below that for k sufficiently large, the series (2.4) converges, in fact uniformly on compact subsets of Jf\ Indeed it will follow that, for such t, 4. On the assumption that k is sufficiently large we shall show that the series in (2.4) converges absolutely and it follows readily that, with M=(* J)el\ 9 where g(z) is the Eisenstein series
The functional equation (2.5) is a straightforward consequence of the absolute convergence of (2.4), the consistency condition for the cocycle
and the consistency condition for the multiplier system w:
For k sufficiently large there is absolute convergence of the series in (2.6) and it follows that
g{Mz) = w(M)(yz + ôfg(z),
for M=(* ƒ) e T. Thus, putting F(z)=-Y(z)lg(z) and applying (2.5), we find that 
The previous argument applies to each of the two terms on the righthand side to yield
The proof is complete.
It is helpful at this point to introduce a specific fundamental region; we shall employ the Ford fundamental region M defined as follows (see 
m=-ao \ A )
However since g e C + (T, -A;, 1) it has at worst a zero of finite order, in the appropriate local variable, at each q y This, together with the fact that (fj G 0, implies that F(z) has expansions of the form (2.3) at the parabolic points.
Since F may have poles in Jf we need to modify it somewhat to obtain the function O of Theorem 3. It follows from results of Petersson [22] that there exists ƒ G {T,r, v} which has poles with given principal parts at finitely many points of M n 3tf and is otherwise holomorphic in M with the possible exception of the cusps. Then we form 0=^-ƒ, where ƒ G {J As in the proof of Theorem 3 we may, without loss of generality, assume that 9^=0, since (p 0 e 0*. Let O be the function whose existence is guaranteed by Theorem 3. Since r^-2 there exists G e{T,r,v} such that G is holomorphic in 3tf and G has a principal part at each q i which agrees precisely with the principal part at q j of the expansion (2.3) of 0. (If r<-2 REMARK. Theorem N 2 , a converse of Theorem Ni, is analogous tó our Theorem 3 as it allows one to prescribe the period functions of an automorphic integral. As in Theorem 3, with the prescription of the period functions one loses the freedom to prescribe the principal part at oo, which is, indeed, largely determined by the given G. To show that a is onto suppose {cp v ) is an element of Hl tV (T, 0). Let O(z) be the function of Theorem 3 with cocycle of period functions {(py) and let 0*(z) be given by (3.5). Then O* has the prescribed cocycle of period functions {<p v } and it is holomorphic in Jf and at the finite parabolic cusps q l9 • • • , q t as well. Apply Theorem N x to obtain the existence of an automorphic integral F such that 0=0*-F is again an automorphic integral of degree r with parabolic period functions in 0* and such that <î > is holomorphic in Jf and at all of the parabolic cusps (including q 0 = oo). The argument used in §111.1 to conclude the proof of Theorem 1 for r<-2 now shows that Ô G 0, from which it follows that (<Pv)=(gv)> wi th g v determined by (3.8) from G e C°(T, -r-2, v), which, in turn, is determined from F by Theorem Ni. Then a(G)=(<p F ) and a is onto.
THEOREM N 3 . If there exists F e {Y, r, v} which is holomorphic in
To show that a is 1-1 suppose that oc(G) = (g F >=0 in HÎ, V (T, 0>) for some G e C° (T, -r-2, v) . This means that there exists f e 0> such that g v =Ê\lV-Ê 9 VeV. On the other hand, Theorem N 2 implies that there exists an automorphic integral F holomorphic in Jt? and at q l9
VeT.lt follows that F=F-Pe {I\ r, v) and Fis holormophic in Jf and at q l9 • • • , q t . At oo .Fhas the same principal part as does F. Theorem N 3 then implies that F=F and G==0. Thus a is 1-1 and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete for the case r>0.
3. The case r=0. If r=0 the results of Niebur are not applicable and we apply instead results of Petersson which are utilized in [6] to prove Theorem A for the case r=0.
Since v(S)=e 2iriK , 0^K<1, it follows that v(S)=e 2lTiK ' 9 with Since Êe£P 9 Fis holomorphic in M 9 except possibly at# 0 =oo where it has the same principal part as does F 9 given by (3.9). The Petersson gap theorem then implies that F is constant, that is, that 6*=0 for 1^/rgs. From this it follows that G=0, so that a is 1-1 and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. REMARK. For any r it is obvious that with given Oe^, {0|£F-0} is a cocycle in 3P. (Of course it is a coboundary in ^.) For r^-2 Theorems 1 and 2 have the interpretation that these easily available cocycles are, in fact, the only cocycles in ^. Put p(z)=f(z/X); then p G &> and
for any z G Jf*. Thus (4.3) has a solution if g is a translation. If Q G r is parabolic, but not a translation, then Q can be written in the form Q =A~1(l i)A, A>0, where A is a real matrix of determinant 1 such that Aq= 00. Here # is the parabolic point fixed by Q. By the previous case, given e, |e| = l, and g e £P, there exists ƒ G SP such that
Suppose Q = C I), A = (* T) and put
To show that \e\ = l it is sufficient to prove /(z)=-|Vg( Z + n).
Indeed, if g G 0* vanishes at oc with sufficient rapidity (say g(z) = 0(|z|-2 ) as |z|->oo), then (4.7) converges absolutely in J^ and uniformly on compact subsets of Jf. In this case it is easy to verify that ƒ G SP. Though, in general, the series (4.7) does not converge, it nevertheless remains the key to the solution of (4.2).
In order to overcome the convergence difficulties we first observe that it is sufficient to solve (4.2) for the fcth derivative of g or a fc-fold indefinite integral of g. This follows since SP is stable under differentiation and integration and since (4.2) is readily solvable in SP if g is a polynomial. (Indeed if g G P k9 (4.2) is solvable with ƒ G P k+1 .) We also make the easily verified observation that the condition (1.11) 
The proof of (a) employs a straightforward use of (4.8) and Cauchy's theorem. The proof of (b) is more complicated since the proof that \im z _^x h(z)-h(x) 9 
2-TTl J-OO (U -Zj
In order to prove (4.11) let C t9 f >0, be the path in Jf 7 consisting of the interval [-t,t] followed by the semicircle in J^ connecting t to-t. The Cauchy Integral Formula shows that s ( z ) = " . ; r fc du >
ITTI Jc t (u -zy
for any z inside C t . Letting f->+oo yields (4.11). As we have already observed, it is sufficient to solve (4.2) in 9 for g (fc-1) . Thus we consider &) = 7 ~k du > J-oo (u -zy where g satisfies (4.10) and k is an integer >oc+l. 7%e inequality (4.11) holds for g 2 (z) 9 with the conditions on x reversed.
REMARK. (4.11) implies that g x e 0*. Once again we omit the details of the proof, which involves estimating the integral representations of g l9 g 2 by utilizing (4.10).
If we now choose k so large that k-a-1 > 1 then, of course, fc-1 > 1 + a and by (4.11) the series This completes the proof.
V. Concluding remarks. 1. Theorems 1 and 2 should be compared with Theorem 3 of [5] , which, in our notation, may be stated: for any group Y of real linear fractional transformations, whether it is finitely generated or not, whether it is discrete or not. We are led to ask whether an analogue of Theorem 1 is true for Fuchsian groups in general, with a suitable replacement for C°(Y, -r-2, v), of course. Another question that presents itself naturally is whether Theorem A has an analogue when r>0 but r is not an integer. This involves identifying a space of functions to replace P r , the polynomials of degree ^r. Another difficulty in this connection is that, with r not an integer and v a multiplier system of degree -r-2, v is not a multiplier system of degree -r-2. Thus one must replace C + (Y 9 -r-2, v) as well. Finally, I conjecture that Theorem 1 is true in the range -2<r<0.
